Bootcamp Russia

Register Now!  !

What is a Bootcamp?  /  Bootcamp?
A Bootcamp is an educational and networking event. It is a place where we speed up the onboarding for new community members and help oldies find new team members.

Most of the participants are fairly new and we understand that contributing to your first project can be a daunting. A bootcamp takes the fear out of the process. You will get to know other community members, ask questions, listen to project pitches or even make your own.

For existing contributors and maintainers, this is the ideal place to recruit more help for your project or group. Pitch your project and find new members of your dream team: developers, testers, engineers, project managers or even writers and designers.

When is the Bootcamp happening?  /  Bootcamp?
14th - 15th of October, 10:00-17:00

Where do we meet?  
Moscow, Deworkacy Red October /, Deworkacy
Bersenevskaya embankment, 6s3 /, 63
Please find the detailed description here.

Who should attend and why?  /  ?
1. Anyone who wants to contribute. This includes: developers, designers, writers, organizers, artists, and of course project managers. Find a team you’d like to join and start by creating your first contributions. If you feel a bit confused about where to start, the Bootcamp is the right place to come!
2. Anyone that needs contributions. There isn’t a better place to recruit and get to know new participants. Don’t limit yourself to thinking the only contributions you need at first are code!

Most contributors start out by fixing documentation and creating or flushing our bug reports. Then they often move to fixing small bugs before making larger contributions. Also an OSS community doesn’t thrive if it isn’t diverse. You need writers, designers, and project managers etc. Include them in your plans.

What is the program?  /  ?
You will find the agenda and sessions grid on the corresponding pages. We will update them regularly.

What to Bring?  /  ?
- Laptop
- Power cord
- Converter from U.S plugs and U.K plugs to russian ones

Note: if you are not quite familiar with our wiki, make sure to sign up here. Take your time to learn how to use the event menu on the left side and check out different pages. For example, keep an eye on the agenda – we will keep updating it in the next weeks.

Step One get a Linux Foundation ID!

Linux Foundation ID!
How much does it cost? / ?
Free /

Language of Instructions and Presentations in this Bootcamp? / ?
English and Russian /

How to apply? / ?
Just register here / .